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FOREWORD
NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the. design of space
vehicles. Accordingly, criteria are being developed in the following areas of technology:
Environment.
Structures
Guidance and Control
Chemical Propulsion.
Individual components of this work will be issued as separate monographs as soon as
they are. completed. A list of all previously issued monographs in this series
can be found on the last page of this document.
These monographs are to be regarded as guides to design and not as NASA
requirements, except as may be specified in formal project specifications. It is
expected, however, that the criteria sections of these documents, revised as experience
may indicate to be desirable, eventually will become uniform design requirements for
NASA space vehicles.
This monograph was prepared under the cognizance of the Langley Research Center.
The Task Mar_ager was A. L. Braslow. A number of individuals assisted in developing
the material and in writing and reviewing the drafts. In particular, the significant
contributions made by P.G. Bhuta and R.E. Hutton of TRW Systems,
H. N. Abramson of Southwest Research Institute, and D.G. Stephens of NASA
Langley Research Center are hereby acknowledged.
Comments concerning the technical content of these monographs will be welcomed by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of Advanced Research and
Technology (Code RVA), Washington, D.C. 20546.
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SYMBOLS
Symbols used in this document are defined as follows:
a
ao
B
b
C C
Cn
D
g
h
he, h:
Ah
J0, J1
K
k
m
me
P
Po
r
T
t
U
U m
Ur, uo
W
cylindrical tank radius; ellipsoidal tank minor semiaxis
inner radius of rung damper
similarity parameter, v'! gv_a 3
inner radius of circular ring tank; ellipsoidal tank major semiaxis
critical viscous damping coefficient
viscous damping .coefficient
cylinder diameter or plate width
longitudinal acceleration field
height of quiescent fluid surface
location of rigid and first-mode sloshing masses below
quiescent fluid surface
location of ring damper below quiescent fluid surface
Bessel function of the first kind and orders 0 and 1, respectively
nondimensional parameter in equation (10), p/OUm _
sloshing mass spring constant
pendulum length
total fluid mass
nonsloshing or fixed mass
fluid pressure
tank pressurization
radial tank coordinate
osciUatory flow period, 2_r/w
time
oscillatory fluid flow velocity
peak oscillatory, fluid flow velocity across the baffle
radial and tangential fluid-velocity components
baffle width
V
6_7
distance from quiescent fluid surface to any arbitrary depth (positive
direction is downward into fluid)
logarithmic decrement, 2_r_'<<l
frequency parameter
viscous damping ratio, Cn/Cc
maximum sloslaing wave height, measured from quiescent fluid
surface at tank wall
angular tank coordinate
coefficient of kinematic viscosity
fluid density
conical tank cone angle
sloshing frequency
denotes first mode except on J
denotes any mode
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PROPELLANT
SLOSH LOADS
1. INTRODUCTION
Sloshing of propellants may adversely affect the stability of a space vehicle and .the
integrity of the tank structure. Sloshing describes the free-surface oscillations of a fluid
in a partially filled tank. These .oscillations result from lateral and longitudinal
displacements or angular.motions of the vehicle. Suchdisplacements or motions can be
caused by several factors,.alone or in combination.
Examples:
Q
Wind gusts during powered flight
Programmed changes in vehicle attitude
Attitude-stabilization control pulses
Separation impulses
Elastic deformations of the vehicle.
Once propellant sloshing begins, it _s maintained by the continued tank motions; or in
the absence of tank disturbances, the interchange of kinetic energy and the potential
energies due to gravitational and surface tension fo_'ces will cause free vibra_'ions to
persist. Since the damping provided by the wiping action of the fluid against the tank
wails is small, free oscillations may persist forlong periods, and forced oscillations may
produce large free-surface waves unless suitable damping devices _re provided.
The magnitude of propellant sloshing and hence of forces and moments acting on the
vehicle depends upon these parameters:
• Tank geometry
• Propellant. properties
• Effective damping
• Height of propellant in the tank
• Acceleration field
• Perturbing motion of the tank,
This undesirablesloshingphenomenonmaybe controlledby the propergeometrical
designof thetankandby theadditionof baffles.Tankgeometryinfluencesthenatural
sloshingfrequenciesandsloshingmodes,forcedresponse,andresultantpressureforces
and momentsacting on the tank. Bafflesincreasethe effectivefluid dampingand
thereby reducethe duration of free oscillationsand the magnitudeof forced
oscillations.
The spacingand configurationof bafflesaredeterminedprimarily by the damping
requirements.Thestructuralstrengthof the bafflesis determinedafter consideration
of manyfactorssuchas.the strengthand rigidity needed,duringmanufacturingand
handling,theforcesandthermalstres._esintroducedduringpropellantloading,andthe
lc.a-'3_dueto propellantsloshing.
Dynamiccoupl2ngbetweenthesloshingpropellantandtheelasticstructuremayhavea
largeinflue,_ceon the vibrationfrequenciesandmodeshapesof the elastictank.This
coupledpropellant/elastic-tanksystemmayalsoexhibitdynamicinstabilities,eitheras
anindependentsystem.orcoupledwith someothersystemcomponent(e.g.,with the
combustionandfeed-linesystems,asin POGO).
This monograph is concerned primarily with the loads on the tank during lateral and
loizgitudinal sloshing and with baffle pressure loads due to sloshing.
2. STATE TI E ART
Refe_'ence 1 suJr_marizes the development of the theory of motion of liquids and the
results of various investigations of nonviscous and viscous sloshing in stationary and
moving containers; reference 2 reviews various sloshing problems and investigations
associated with !_quid-propellant vehicles; and reference 3 is a comprehensive treatise
on virtually all aspects of liquid dynamic behavior in moving containers.
21 Slosh Frequency and Mechanical Models
AArplane stability studies showed that the dynamic response of the vehicle to liquid
sloshing could be calculated if an equivalent mechanical system were used to represent
the liquid dynamics. Such mechanical systems are composed of fixed masses and
oscillating masses connected to the ta.,fl< by springs and dashpots or pendulums and
dashpots; they have been derived for several common tank geometries (refs. 3 to 12).
They are designed so that they have the same resultant pressure force, moment,
damping, and frequency as the actual system. When this kind of equivalent system is
combined with similar representations for other dynamic elements of the vehicle, the
dynamics can be readily studied on digital and analog computers.
2
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Reference 8 points out that increasing the size of space vehicles causes the propellant
forces to be larger and to occur at lower sloshing frequencies, possibly making the
stability problems more critical. However, the sloshing masses can be reduced and the
frequencies can be raised by subdividing the larger tanks. Reference 8 presents +.he
parameters for the mechanical model and calculates the sloshing forces and moments
for cylindrical tanks which are separated into quarter tanks by radial dividers or into
concentric cylinders by circular dividers. For a cylindrical tank, the second-mode
sloshing mass is only about 3 percent of the first-mode sloshing mass; therefore, the
second and higher mode sloshing effects are generally negligible. However, for the
quarter tank, the second-mode sloshing mass is 43 percent of the first-mode sloshing
mass and should be included in determination of the total sloshing loads acting on the
tank. References 3, 5, and 13 to 15 describe procedures for determining the natural
sloshing frequencies, mode shap.es, and equivalent mechanical systems for sloshing in
arbitrary tanks of revolution.
References 3, 6, 11., 12, and 16 to.22 report verification of predicted sloshing
frequencies and demonstrate the validity of the equivalent mechanical models for rigid
tanks. References 16 and 19 also show that predictions for the sloshing frequency of
circular cylindrical tanks can be used to estimate the natural sloshing frequency of
tanks of many other shapes, filed to various heights. In such cases, generally, the
radius is taken to be that measured at the quiescent fluid surface of the actual tank,
and the height of the fluid is selected to give the same volume of fluid as that in the
actual tank.
For lateral sloshing in a rigid cylindrical tank with a flat bottom, the frequency in
rad/sec of free-surface motion is given in reference 3 as
where
g
6on = _/e n ga-1 tanh(enha -*) (1)
J1
longitudinal acceleration, ft/sec 2
e n determined from the root of d. J [ (x) = 0
dx x = _n
B_.ssel function of first kind and order
a tank radius, R
h height of quiescent fluid surface, ft
1
Values of en for the first four slosh modes are given in the following tabulation:
SLOSH MODE
(n) en
I 1.841
2 5.331
3 8,536
4 I 1.706
For fiquid heights greater than the radius of the tank, the frequency given by equation
(1.) may be approximated as
con _ V/en.ga "1 (2)
The details of the derivation and the mode shapes are given in reference 23. Tabulated
data and formulas for both free and forced oscillations are giyen in reference 3 for
many different tank configurations.
2.2 Damping
2.2.1 Smooth-Wall Damping
The magnitude of liquid damping in smooth-wall tanks has been determined for several
configurations. Generally, the damping provided by the wiping action of the liquid
against the walls is not adequate, and hence baffles must be added to provide the
damping required to prevent instabilities in the closed-loop control system.
Measurements of damping in cylindrical, spherical, and oblate spheroidal tanks are
given in references 24 to 27, and additional information is summarized in reference 3.
Empirical formulas for damping in various unbaffied tanks have been derived by'several
investigators (ref. 3). For example, damping in unbaffied cylindrical and spherical
tanks was found to correlate with the similarity parameter B = u'_ g_a 3 , where g is the
acceleration along the axis; a, the tank radius; and v, the coefficient of kinematic
viscosity. This parameter is derived in reference 24 from considerations of the
Navier-Stokes equations. Reference 6 states that when two geometrically similar
unbaffled tanks are subjected to similar sloshing, the same. damping results if B is the
same in both cases. The logarithmic damping 8 in a circular cylindrical tank (ref. 24)
can be approximated by
6 = 4.98 v_ a'¼ g'¼ = 4.9...._8, for h > 1 (3a)
,/-ff
1
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For a half-full spherical tank (ref. 25)
8 = 0.131 v_B'/ ,for h_ = 1 (3b)
Other empirical formulas and data for spheroidal, conical, and toroidal tanks are given
in reference 3.
2.2.2 Baffle Damping
Numerous experimental and. theoretical investigations have been conducted to
determine the amount of effective damping, provided by various baffle systems.
Refezences 3, 21, 22, 26, and 28 to 38 provide someexamp!es. In reference 29Miles
derives a semiempirical formula for estimating the damping provided by a ring baffle in .
a circular cylindrical tank. This formula makes use of the experimental data obtained
in reference 30. Experimental verifications of Miles' formula, together with data on its
limitations for shallow fluid depths, are given in reference 31.
Baffle configurations in cylindrical tanks studied in the experiments reported in
reference _2 include fixed rings, rings with radial clearance, cruciforms, and conic
sections. The conic sections include upright, inverted, and perforated configurations.
Further detailed information on fixed-ring baffles, and especially on the effects of
perforation, is given in reference 31. Other baffle-damping investigations have studied
spherical tanks (refs. 21 and 33) and oblate and prolate spheroidal tanks (refs. 22 and
26); reference 36 gives measurements of two-dimensional damping effectiveness that
were used to predict the damping provided by ring baffles in cylindrical tanks.
The effects of baffle flexibility upon the damping capability of ring baffles have been
studied by several investigators. The preliminary investigations of.flexible baffles in
reference 32 indicate that these baffles may provide more damping than rigid baffles,
and further data are given in reference 35. However, the data of reference 38 indicate
that flexible baffles provide increased damping only under certain conditions.
In nearly all experimental investigations of baffles, the emphasis is on the damping
force (the component of the baffle force that opposes the fluid velocity) rather than
on the total baffle force. However, designers of baffle systems must also know the total
force acting on the baffle so they can ensure its structural adequacy. Reference 30
presents both types of baffle-force data: the total baffle force and a breakdown of it
into an effective inertia force and a damping force. In the expcriments reported there,
the forces on cylinders and plates in oscillating flow were m;asured. The data indicate
that these forces depend almost exclusively on the nondimensional parameter UmT/D,
__ _,, ==
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where the flow velocity is U = Um cos _ot, T = 2 rrco "_, D is the cylinder diameter or the
plate width, co is the sloshing frequency, and t is time. Good agreement between
calculated forces and pressures on ring baffles (ref. 39) and measured values is shown in
references 22 and 40
2.3 Sloshing in Low-Gravity Fields
Propellant sloshing in fields of very low gravity has been studied by many investigators
during recent years (ref. 3). Sloshing loads under low gravity are small compared with
the structural capability of the tank and are probably important only as they affect
control stability.
Low-gravity sloshing is characterized by the relative importance of the surface-tension
forces, the contact angle, and the curved free surface of the propellant. Whether the
acceleration field is low enough to require consideration of the effects of these
parameters can be determinedby using the Bond number-the ratio of the gravitational
forces to the propellant surface-tension forces. While there is no sharply defined line of
demarkation, Bond numbers much larger than unity indicate that gravity forces
dominate and Bond numbers much less than unity indicate that surface-tension forces
dominate. In actuality, only for Bond numbers very much larger than unity can one
neglect surface-tension effects; therefore, Bond numbers as low as 100 would indicate
that low-gravity effects may be of some significance, and Bond numbers as low as 10
would require consideration of low-gravity effects. Reference 3 discusses this subject
and gives a variational formulation for the determination of sloshing frequencies, mode
shapes, and propellant pressures under weak-gravity conditions.
An equivalent mechanical model for the representation of propellant sloshing in tanks
in a weightless or near-weightless condition has recently been developed (ref. 12). The
model is formed from an analysis strictly valid for Bond numbers larger than about 10;
the fundamental sloshing mass and the natural frequency (for a fluid having a
zero-degree contact angle) are smaller than for the usual high-g sloshing. For Bond
numbers less than 10, these parameters are larger than .in the high-g case. Calculated
values of slosh forces and frequencies are in good agreement with experimental data
measured from small models for Bond numbers between 10 and 200.
2.4 Slosh Loads
The lateral sloshing of liquid propellant in a tank results in a distributed pressure
loading on the walls. The distributed pressure loading is of importance for detailed
structural design. In addition, the res¢fltant force and moment produced by the
'/
distributed pressure are of direct importance to the design of control systems. Hence,
there is considerable emphasis on equivalent mechanical models that can represent such
total force and moment loads on rigid tanks.
Theoretical analyses that yield slosh forces aml moments and/or pressures are available
for many different tank geometries. For example, see references 5, 7, 9, and 18; other
results are summarized in reference 3.
Measurements made on laboratnry models have confirmed the calculated force and
moment response characteristics. See, e.g., references 18, 21, 22, 28,. and 41.; other
data are summarized in, reference 3. Many of these references, also contain data on slosh
forces in tanks with .baffles. One series of measurements of wall-pressure distributions
was reported in reference 41; the total force and moment obtained by integration of
the plessures, and the pressure distributions themselves, were all shown to be in good
agreement with calculated values.
Recent data on the response of an elastic model of the S-IC LOz tank to liquidsloshing
(ref. 42) indicate that equiva!ent mechanica! model representations for rigid tanks yield
the correct loc-:tion for sloshing mass. The maximum measured wall displacement in
the elastic model agrees with the location of the sloshing mass. However, while elastic
deformations of tank walls have little effect on the propellant slosh characteristics, the
converse effect of the sloshing liquid on the coupled bending frequencies of the elastic
system should not b,. passed over lightly in the design of propellant tanks and supports.
The fundamental aspects of the coupling of propellant sloshing and tank bending are
well established and are summarized in reference 3.
SomethLng should also be said about fluid pressures arising from longitudinal
oscillations (tel 3). The loads themselves are of little consequence; however, the
propellant longitudinal pressure modes may couple with the elastic shell and/or the
feedline and combustion system, thereby leading to vehicle dynamic instabilities such
as POGO that may be serious.
2.5 Dome Impact
Propellant loading on tank domes (top or bottom) can occur for several different
circumstances associated with a sudden change in the net axial acceleration: abort just
following launch, boost-engine cutoff, engine start in orbit or coast flight, etc.
References 3, 43, and 44 discuss various aspects of the dome-impact problem. There is
no acceptable analytical or empirical procedure to evaluate these dome-impact loads;
the test data cited in these references indicate that the maximum transient force on the
Ii,
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tank dome,aswell asthe pressuredistribution,isquitesensitiveto thetestconditions
andtankgeometry.
3. CRITERIA
3.1 General
The structural design of propellartt tanks and antislosh baffle systems shall adequately
account for the propellant slosh loads in combination with all other loads and inputs.
3.2 Guides for Compliance
3.2.1 Load Determination
Propellant slosh loads shall be accurately determined for individual tank and baffle
elements and shall include as a minimum the effects of the physical properties of the
fluid, the fluid level, and acceleration.
3.2.2 Tests
Tests shall be made when existing information is not applicable to the tank or baffle
designs. Such tests shall be conducted with the degree of similitude necessary to
achieve test objectives.
4. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
4.1 Scope
This section suggests acceptable procedures for analysis of loads on a tank structure
and its baffles. These procedures are based on the linear theory of sloshing in rigid
tanks. Since the lowest sloshing frequency corresponds to the lateral excitation of the
tank, the design considerations are generally governed by the lateral slosh. Where
possible, the analytical solutions are given for cylindrical tanks to obtain an estimate of
the pressures exerted by the sloshing fluid. The sloshing models given here can be used
in an overall dynamic structural analysis of the vehicle.
8
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4.2 Tank Loads Due to Lateral Sloshing
A simple estimate can be given for the fluid pressures acting on a circ_.lar cylindrical
tank during sloshing in the f'trst lateral slosh mode. The pressure exerte6 on the tank
walls is composed of the tank pressurization P0, the static head pgz, and the pressure
due to lateral sloshing at the lowest natural frequency. The maximum pressure occurs
in the pla_ne of oscillation and is given by
cash [1.841 (h-z)a -I]
Pmax = Po + pgz + pgr/ cash (1.841 ha "1) sin co_t (4)
where
p fluid density, slugs/ft 3
g longitudinal acceleration field, ft/sec 2
maximum wave height above quiescent fluid surface at tank walls, ft
a tank radius, ft
h height of quiescent fluid surface, ft
wa fundamental slosh frequency._A.841 ga "_tanh 1.841 ha "a , rad/sec
z distance from quiescent fluid surface to any arbitrary depth (positive
direction is downward), ft
Application of equation (4) is simplified if one notes that the total acceleration
experienced by a fluid particle on the free surface varies between g -7/o_12 and g +
_fl at the wall. When the sloshing amplitude becomes large enough for the total
acceleration of the fluid to be zero momentarily, the sloshing wave breaks up, and
turbulent splashing begins. Taking this condition as an upper limit gives _7= g/oJ_ 2 , and
equation (4)becomes
a cosh [ 1.841 (h_z) a.l ] 1Pmax = Po + Pg z + (1.841 sinh (1.841 ha'r)J
(5)
When the fluid height is roughly equal to or greater than the tank radius, the dynamic
behavior of the fluid becomes independent of depth and the pressure equation is
approximated by
, _ _ _, : . .. _ ", _,, . _-;'_i_ _m
I.........
_-1
q
This pressure equation is still approximately valid even if the tank does not have a flat
bottom. For lower fluid heights the equation becomes less accurate, but then the total
sloshing pressures are also small. For other tank configurations, the analyses described
in references such as 5, 7, 8, and 13 to 15 can be used.
In general, approximately the lower third of the fluid behaves essentially as a rind
mass, while most of the sloshing effects occur near the surface. This is the basis upon
which most of the various mechanical analogies involving spring-mass or pendulum
systems are founded. Integration of wall pressure distributions from bottom to surface
will yield the total force and moment acting on the tank, and it is often possible to
devise, mechanical .analogies that will represent these forces and .moments quite
accurately, even for tanks of rather complex geometry. However, care should be taken
when. applying such models to off-resonance, conditions, since the fluid pressures may
still be quite large even though the resultant force is very small (ref. 41 ).
The sloshing mass, and hence the resulting fluid force, decreases rather substantially in
the higher modes of oscillation. In the lowest modes the slosh mass may be effectively
reduced by subdivision of the tank into radial or concentric compartments. TbSs
subdivision also reduces the slosh forces and at the same time shifts the slosh
frequencies. The total force and moment response of tank3 of various geometries to
excitations of several different types and orientations have been considered, and both
theoretical and experimental data are available (ref. 3).
4.3 Tank Loads Due to Longitudinal Sloshing
4.3.1 Oscillating Liquid Modes
When the propellant sloshes in a longitudinal mode, the integrated pressures over the
tank bottom and walls have a zero resultant pressure force. An estimate of the fluid
pressure forces during fluid sloshing in the first longitudinal mode in a circular
cylindrical tank at the fundamental longitudinal frequency co I is given by
Jo (3.83 ra "1) cosh [3.83 (ha "l- za "1)1 ]P = P0 + Pg z + r/ Jo (3.83) cosh (3.83 ha "I ) sin _1 t] (7)
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For a fluid heightapproximatelyequalto or greaterthan thetank radius,andagain
assuming7?= g/¢ol2, themaximumpressurebecomes
a Jo (3.83 ra "1 ) .3.83za "I ]Pmax = Po + Pg z + 3.8"'_ Jo (3.83) e (8)
The effect of elasticity of the tank battom is to lower the natural sloshing frequencies
of the fluid surface slightly below their values in a ligid tank.
The internal pressurized liquid and gas columns, together with_the elastic structure,
constitute a rather complex sys_m which exhibits motions, of the fluid surface,
bending and breatPXag motions of the tank wails, _breathing of the tank bottom, and
pressure oscillations in the fluid column. These various kinds of response are of
particular importance with respect to overall vehicle dynamic characteristics, as in the
POGO problem. At present, general methods of analysis are either unavailable or
unreliable so that specific vehicle problems must be individually investigated.
4.3.2 Dome Impact
The loads on a tank dome or bulkhead resulting from gross longitudinal motion of the
propellant may be of concern. Fluid impact on deflector baffles may also produce
significant loads. Unfortunately, there are no general methods of analysis for predicting
such loads and therefore empirical calculations or tests, or both, must be used. Ring
baffles and other internal hardware wiU significantly reduce fluid impact loads.
4.4 Mechanical Models for Lateral Sloshing
Mechanical models which simulate the resultant dynarru!c pressure forces and moments
that act on a tank during sloshing are presented in figures 1 to 3. Table I lists the
mechanical model parameters used to represent the first-mode lateral sloshing in
circular cylindrical and 45 ° conical tanks. Other mechanical models for these tanks and
for other tank geometries are discussed in detail in reference 3. A mechanical model for
low-gravity sloshing in a cylindrical tank is developed in reference 12.
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Table I
BasicData andMechanicalModelsfor RepresentingFirst-ModeLateralSloshing in Circular
Cylindrical and45° Conical Tanks
Cylinder 45 ° Cone
CHARACTERISTICS
Natural frequency, ¢oi
Sloshing-mass ratio, m 1/m
Fixed-mass ratio, mo/m
Spring constant, k z
Sloshing-mass location ratio, hx/h
Fixed-mass location ratio, h o/h
Pendulum-length ratio, l_/h
Damping coefficient, c I
CYLINDER
_/1.841 ga"_ tanh (1.841 ha "x )
0.4547 ah 4 tanh (1.841 ha -i)
m 1I
m
2
m x _0 x
1.08 ah "1 tanh (0.920 ha -1)
, m (o:)(t)2 m o
0.5432 ah 4 coth (1.841 ha "l)
2ml_l_l
m I
45 ° CONE
v/ggh "l
0.75
0.25
-0.2
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Figure1 showsthe mechanicalmodelparametersfor first-modesloshingin a circular
cylindricalring tank asfunctionsof theratio of fluid heightto tank radius(h/a) for
ratiosof inner tankradiusto outertankradius(b/a) of 0, 0.5,and0.9.Theeffective
sloshingmassof thesecondmodeis lessthan3 percenthat of thefirstmode.
LEGEND:
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Figure1
Frequency, effectivemasses,and massattachmentpointsfor the lumped,_ring-
massmodelrepresentationof first-mode lateralsloshingin circularcylindricalring
tanksfor variousratiosof innertank radiusto outer tank radius.
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Figure 2 shows the mechanical model parameters for first-mode sloshing in an
axisymmetric ellipsoidal tank for height-to-width ratios b/a of 2, 1 (spherical tank),
and 0.5.
LEGEND:
b major semiaxis
a minor semiaxis
= 0.5
1.0
2.0 .--.
1
1
ho
1
_ 2e "--"-"_1
:= Z-------
c_
c-
o_
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__ o
U)
i
I J/,;
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
Ratio of fluid height to major serniaxis, h/b
1.2
i 0.8 _
._ 0.4
'o .i_ S*
0
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
Ratio if fluid height to major semiaxis, h/b
1.2 0.8 1
.EE molto ___
# ',,! .< i
""' i °" i"/
.o.,,> ij/ '.. _ 08 l0__ ", _ i
-1.2
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 0 0.4 o.a 1.2 1.6 2.0
Ratio of fluid height to major semiaxis, h/b Ratio of fluid height to major semiaxis, h/b
Figure 2
Frequency,effectivemasses,andmassattachmentpointsfor the lumped spring-mass
modelrepresentationof first-modelateralsloshinginan ellipsoidaltank.
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Figure 3 shows the mechanical model parameters for first-mode sloshing in a conical
tank for various cone angles ¢.
3
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1
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h0/_h
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Fioqre3
Frequency,effectivemasses,andmassattachmentpointsfor the lumpedspring-
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These types of mechanical analogies for slosh fozces arLd moments in rigid tanks can
often adequately represent the dynamical pr.oblem, provided .(1) that multimass
mechanical models be employed if the excitation frequency is .expected to be close to
any of the higher-order slosh modes and (2) that damping effects be considered if the
range of interest is in tile very near neighborhood of the fundamental slosh mode.
There is no satisfactory procedure available by which the effects of tank elasticity can
be introduced into such mechanical models.
%
,l
The foregoing data on the parameters for mechanical models were calculated directly
from analyses of slosl_g force and moment. Newly developed models should be
cheGked by experiments and, in fact, the model parameters themselves can be
determined directly from such tests (refs. 11 and 34).
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4.5 Baffle Damping
Slosh damping kn baffled and unbaffled tanks is determined largely by experimental
aria _emiempirical methods. An app:oximation for the damping ratio _"(related to the
logarithmic decrement _ by the equation 8 = 2rr_') due to solid ring baffles in
cylindrical tanks is shown in figure 4 as an effective damping ratio. This approximation
is based on the assumption that the baffle remains in the fluid during sloshing. Hence,
when the baffle is near the free surface (Ah/a less than about 0.2), the baffle will be
above the fluid periodically during sloshing, and the effective damping will be
somewhat less than that which may be extrapolated from figure 4. An estimate of the
combined damping ratio of a series of ring baffles is generally made. from figure 4 by
adding the individual effect of each ring, although this method for obtaining the total
effect has not been rigorously verified by either test or theory.
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The damping ratio _"can be used to compute an effective viscous damping coefficient
c_ in the mechanical models. The relation between these two coefficients, from linear
theory, is
, u2 ',-_..
cl = 2ma ¢o1_" (9)
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Additional data on damping in various kinds of tanks with various baffle systems are
givea in referer, ces 21, 22, 26, and 29 to 36. Note that baffles may be perforated to
reduce weight, but the optimum hole size and percent perforation must be determined
empirically from test data.
4.6 Baffle Pressure Loadings
4.6.1 Ring Baffles
The maximum pressure acting o11 a submerged baffle subjected to the oscillatory
fluid-flow velocity U = U m cos cot during sloshing can be computed from the equation
p = KpUm 2 (I0)
where K is the nondimensional parameter shown in figure 5; it depends on the baffle
width W, the fluid oscillatory frequency w, and the maximum fluid velocity Um.
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Figure5
Nondimensional bafflepressure(from fig. 32 of ref. 30).
The maximum vertical fluid velocity at any height in a circular cylindrical tank is
1.841 g sinh [1.841 (n-z) a"l ]
U m = -- rt (11)
coI a cosh [ 1.841 ha "1 ]
where
col = ,/ 1.841 ga "I tanh (1.841 ha -l )
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is the ,,loshing natural frequency in the first lateral mode. By use of these relations, and
with the assumption that the fluid height is nearly equal to or greater than the tank
radius, the fluid-pressure equation can be approximated by
p = KOc012 7?2 e'3"aa2za'l (12)
Here again, if 7?is taken as g/¢o_ 2 , the maximum baffle pressure is approximately
Kpga
e "3'682 za-1 (13)
P - 1.841
An essentially eqm.'valent set of relations is given ku reference 39, and both analyses are
compared with test data in reference 40. The agreement between the test data and the
two analyses is generally good, although it must be noted that the analyses are based
on inviscid flow theory and hence will probably not give an accurate estimate of the
occurrence of the maximum pressure on the baffle during the slosh cycle. Perforation
of the baffle can reduce the force acting on the baffle by as much as 25 to 30 percent.
When the baffle is just above the quiescent fluid surface, it is periodically subjected to
the slapping action of the sloshing wave. By applying impulse momentum and assmning
that the velocity of the fluid is completely reversed when it strikes the baffle, one
obtains the pressure equation
p = 2pUrn 2 (14)
where Um is the fluid velocity at impact. For U m = co177l, equation (14) gives
If the value of 7?x is _gain taken as g/OJl 2 and if h _ a, the maximum pressure is
2#ga
Pmax = 1.841 (16)
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4.6.2 Other Baffle Systems
Tests on baffle systems other than ring baffles have been made by several investigators
(e.g., refs. 3, 30, 32, and 34). Generally, fluid sloshing loads on such baffle systems as
antivortex baffles and truss-type baffles are smaller than the inertia loadings because
the fluid velocities at the location of the submerged baffles are usually small. The fluid
pressure 1oadings that do exist can be expressed by an equation of the form of
equation (10), where the parameter K depends upon the baffle shape and the
nondimensional parameter UmT/D. Reference 30 gives data on values of K for
oscillatory flow about cylinders and plates. For a steady, flow that is completely
reversedas it impacts on the baffle, equation (14) gives the value of K as 2. The fluid
velocity Um can be determined from the velocity potential function, which can be
found for an arbitrary tank by the mefilods of references 3, 5, and 13. For a.fluid
sloshing in its first lateral mode in. a circular cylindrical tank (ref. 7), the radial and
tangential fluid-velocity components are
tl r =
'_01
1.841 Jo (1.841 ra"l) 1
m
raJ 1 (1.841) Jl (1.841 ra-l)]Jl (1.841)
cosh [1.841 (h- z) a"l]
cos 0 cosh (1.841 ha "l ) cos _t (17)
and
g_ J1 (1.841 ra"1) cosh [1.841 (h-z) a':]
u0 = - -- sin 0 cos ¢olt (18)
6oI rJ 1 (1.841) cosh (1.841 ha "1)
from which the resultant fluid velocity can be calculated.
4.7 Tests
{
For tank or baffle designs that are very different from existing designs for which
frequency, damping, and loads data are available, additional tests should be performed._
Such tests can be conducted in the same way as those described in references 3, 26, 28,
30 to 38, and 40. References 3, 24, 28, and 45 discuss the model laws for sloshing of
an incompressible viscous fluid having negligible surface tension in a rigid tank. These
references show that the response of the prototype to a given tank motion will be
dynamically similar to that of the model, provided the tanks are geometrically similar
and filled to equivalent heights, and that the single nondimensional parameter B -
I_"_ _ is the same for the prototype as for the model. Reference 45 discusses the
19
generalmodellawswhen fluid compressibility, vapor pressure, tank flexibility, and
other effects are important. Reference 3 discusses modeling in which surface tension
forces are important; for example, fluid sloshing in a low-gravity field.
The parameters to be measured in these model tests are the sloshing natural
frequencies, effective fluid damping, and forces acting on the tank and its baffle
system. The test procedures for making such measurements are discussed extensively in
the cited references. Tests of the type discussed in reference 3, in which a weightless or
nearly weightless condition must be simulated and in which the fluid contact angle at
the wall and the surface tension must be modeled, are much more difficult to perform.
However, from a loads viewpoint,.such tests will probably, not be required.
2O
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